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Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEνNS) represents a powerful tool to investigate
key electroweak physics parameters and neutrino properties since its first observation in 2017 by the
COHERENT experiment exploiting the spallation neutron source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
In light of the recent detection of such a process with antineutrinos produced by the Dresden-II
reactor scattering off a germanium detector, we revisit the limits so far set on the neutrino magnetic
moments, charge radii and millicharges as well as on the weak mixing angle. In order to do so,
we also include the contribution of elastic neutrino-electron scattering, whose effect becomes non
negligible in some beyond the Standard Model theories. By using different hypotheses for the
germanium quenching factor and the reactor antineutrino flux, we provide a measurement of the
weak mixing angle at the low-energy scale of the Dresden-II reactor experiment and, thanks to a
combined analysis with the latest cesium iodide and argon data set released by the COHERENT
Collaboration, we deliver updated limits for the neutrino electromagnetic properties. Interestingly,
we are able to set a new best upper limit on the electron neutrino charge radius and significantly
improve the other CEνNS-related limits on the neutrino electric charge and magnetic moment.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Until recently, coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEνNS) has been observed only exploiting
neutrinos coming from the spallation neutron source (SNS) at the Oak Ridge Nation Laboratory by the
COHERENT Collaboration [1]. Indeed, by making use of neutrinos produced by pion-decay-at-rest (πDAR)
at the SNS, the CEνNS process has been observed in 2017 using cesium-iodide (CsI) [1, 2] as well as in
argon (Ar) in 2020 [3, 4]. The CsI analysis has also been updated in 2021 with a refined quenching factor
(QF) determination and more statistics [5]. The CEνNS process is a pure neutral current interaction which
happens when low energy neutrinos elastically scatter off atomic nuclei with a small momentum transfer
between the incoming neutrino and the target nucleus, such that the neutrino interacts coherently with the
entire nucleus [6]. When this happens, the cross section becomes roughly proportional to the square of the
number of neutrons participating in the interaction. The CEνNS process proved to be a powerful tool to
test new physics interactions beyond the Standard Model (SM) [7–13] as well as to perform stringent tests
of nuclear physics, astrophysics, neutrino properties and electroweak interactions [7, 9–12, 14–32].
An alternative source of neutrinos to πDAR are antineutrinos produced at nuclear power reactors. As
continuous and well-localized sources, they offer the advantage of very intense fluxes of low-energy an∗
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tineutrinos (E < 10 MeV), with the drawback of a larger background that cannot be removed exploiting
the pulsed feature of sources like the SNS. Due to the increased experimental challenge, the CONNIE [33]
and CONUS [34, 35] Collaborations have only managed to put stringent limits on CEνNS observation
with reactor antineutrinos. However, recently a tantalizing evidence of CEνNS using reactor antineutrinos
has been reported in Ref. [36] using an ultra-low noise 2.924 kg p-type point-contact germanium detector,
called NCC-1701, located 10.39 meters away from the Dresden-II boiling water reactor. The data released
corresponds to 96.4 days of effective exposure. Thanks to the much lower energy of reactor antineutrinos
and the low energy threshold of such a detector, namely 0.2 keVee , these data provide complementary
information with respect to πDAR sources, with negligible dependence on the neutron distribution inside
the target nucleus. This feature makes the bounds extracted using reactor antineutrinos robust against
possible variations of the neutron distribution root mean square (rms) radius, that is experimentally poorly
known, with the drawback that no information on the latter can be extracted [17].
In this paper, we analyse the new Dresden-II data, revisiting the limits so far set using CEνNS on the
neutrino magnetic moments, charge radii and millicharges as well as on the weak mixing angle. In order to
do so, we also perform a combined analysis with the latest CsI and Ar data set released by the COHERENT
Collaboration, using different hypotheses for the germanium quenching factor and the reactor antineutrino
flux. We will also introduce the contribution of the elastic neutrino-electron scattering, that is observed to be
non negligible when some neutrino electromagnetic properties beyond the SM (BSM) are taken into account,
namely for the electric charges and magnetic moments, whose contributions are significantly enhanced at
low recoil energies.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the theoretical framework with particular emphasis
on the influence of neutrino electromagnetic properties and the weak mixing angle on the CEνNS cross section
and we will discuss the effect of elastic neutrino-electron scattering on the constraints presented in this work.
In Sec. III the methods and inputs used for the data analysis are described. In Sec. IV, the combined
constraints of the Dresden-II data with the COHERENT CsI and Ar data set are presented. Finally, we
draw our conclusions in Sec. V.

II.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In this section, the CEνNS differential cross section in the SM will be introduced, together with the modifications necessary to include the contribution of possible neutrino charge radii, electric charges and magnetic
moments. Moreover, we will also briefly summarize the phenomenology behind the elastic neutrino-electron
scattering.
The CEνNS differential cross section as a function of the nuclear kinetic recoil energy Tnr for a neutrino
ν` (` = e, µ, τ ) that scatters off a nucleus N is given by [37–39]


G2F M
M Tnr
dσν` -N
(E, Tnr ) =
1−
(QV`,SM )2 ,
(1)
dTnr
π
2E 2
where GF is the Fermi constant, E is the neutrino energy, M the nuclear mass, and



QV`,SM = gVp (ν` ) ZFZ |~q|2 + gVn N FN |~q|2

(2)

is the weak charge of the nucleus. Here, Z and N are the numbers of protons and neutrons in the nucleus,
respectively. In this analysis, we set (Z, N )Cs = (55, 78), (Z, N )I = (53, 74) and (Z, N )Ar = (18, 22).
Actually, one should consider that atmospheric argon is contaminated by a small percentage of 36 Ar and
38
Ar, namely f(36 Ar) = 0.33% and f(38 Ar) = 0.06% [40]. However, since the amount of these contaminants is
very small and the uncertainties are large, in practice one gets the same results considering f(40 Ar) = 100%.
For Ge we use (Z, N )70,72,73,74,76 Ge = (32, (38, 40, 41, 42, 44)) with the corresponding natural abundances
of 0.2057, 0.2745, 0.0775, 0.3650, 0.0773 [41]. The neutrino-proton, gVp , and neutrino-neutron, gVn , vector
2

couplings correspond to gVp (νe ) = 0.0382, gVp (νµ ) = 0.0300 and gVn = −0.5117,
when taking into account

radiative corrections in the MS scheme [14, 42, 43]. The proton, FZ |~q|2 , and neutron, FN |~q|2 , nuclear
form factors represent the Fourier transforms of the corresponding nucleon distribution in the nucleus and
describe the loss of coherence for large values of the momentum transfer |~q|. We use an analytic expression,
namely the Helm parameterization [44], for the form factors, that is practically equivalent to the other two
well known parameterizations, i.e., the symmetrized Fermi [45] and Klein-Nystrand [46] ones. However, it
is important to note that while the form factors are key ingredients in the analysis of COHERENT data, in
the energy window of the Dresden-II experiment the form factor of both protons and neutrons is practically
equal to unity, making the particular choice of the parameterization completely insignificant. The proton rms
radii can be obtained from the muonic atom spectroscopy and electron scattering data [47–49] as explained
in Ref. [14], and correspond to
Rp (Cs) = 4.821(5) fm,

Rp (I) = 4.766(8) fm,

Rp (Ar) = 3.448(2) fm,
133

127

Rp (Ge) = 4.073(1) fm.

(3)

40

On the other hand, there is poor knowledge of the values of the
Cs,
I, Ar, and Ge neutron rms radii
using electroweak probes [14, 19–21, 23–25, 50, 51]. The values of these neutron rms radii can, however, be
estimated with theoretical calculations based on different nuclear models [14, 17, 52]. Here, we consider the
following values obtained from the recent nuclear shell model estimate of the corresponding neutron skins
(i.e. the differences between the neutron and the proton rms radii) in Ref. [52]
Rn (133 Cs) ' 5.09 fm,

Rn (127 I) ' 5.03 fm,

Rn (40 Ar) ' 3.55 fm,

Rn (Ge) ' 4.15−4.28 fm, (4)

where for Ge a neutron skin of 0.08-0.17 fm has been considered [52]. Concerning the COHERENT data [3–
5], we take into account the effect of the uncertainty of the values of the neutron rms radii by considering
3.4% and 2% uncertainties for the CsI and Ar CEνNS rates, respectively.
A.

Neutrino-electron elastic scattering

Neutrino-electron elastic scattering (ES) is a concurrent process to CEνNS. In the SM, its contribution to
the total event rate at low recoil energies is very small and thus it is usually neglected in CEνNS analyses.
However, in certain BSM scenarios the ES contribution could increase significantly, making it important to
include it since stronger constraints can be obtained [53]. For the Ar data set, the COHERENT Collaboration
performed a selection exploiting the so-called f90 parameter [3, 4], namely the ratio between the integrated
photomultiplier amplitude in the first 90 ns with respect to the total amplitude. This parameter permits to
perform strong pulse shape discrimination between nuclear recoils due to CEνNS and electron recoils due
to ES, such that the latter contribution becomes completely negligible. However, there is no similar feature
that can be exploited in the COHERENT CsI data set, nor in the Dresden-II one, making it important to
fit also for the ES contribution.
The SM neutrino-electron elastic scattering cross section per atom A is obtained multiplying the ES cross
A
section per electron with the effective electron charge of the target atom Zeff
(Te ) [53], namely
"
#


2
2

dσνES
G
m
T
m
T
e
e
e
e
2
2
ν`
ν`
ν` 2
A
` −A
(E, Te ) = Zeff
(Te ) F
(gVν` + gA
) + (gVν` − gA
) 1−
− (gVν` )2 − (gA
)
, (5)
dTe
2π
E
E2
where me is the electron mass, Te is the electron recoil energy, and the neutrino-flavour dependent electron
couplings are
gVνe = 2 sin2 θW + 1/2,

νe
gA
= 1/2,

(6)

ν
gVµ,τ

ν
gAµ,τ

(7)

2

= 2 sin θW − 1/2,

= −1/2.

For antineutrinos one must substitute gA → −gA . Here, θW is the weak mixing angle, also known as the
Weinberg angle, whose value at zero momentum transfer is sin2 θW = 0.23857 [43] in the MS scheme. The
A
Zeff
(Te ) term [54, 55] quantifies the number of electrons that can be ionized by a certain energy deposit Te
and is needed to correct the cross section derived under the Free Electron Approximation (FEA) hypothesis.
It is given for Cs, I and Ge in Tabs. I and II [56], respectively.
3

55, Te > 35.99 keV

53, Te > 33.17 keV

53, 35.99 keV ≥ Te >5.71 keV

51, 33.17 keV ≥ Te >5.19 keV

51, 5.71 keV ≥ Te >5.36 keV

49, 5.19 keV ≥ Te >4.86 keV

49, 5.36 keV ≥ Te >5.01 keV

47, 4.86 keV ≥ Te >4.56 keV

45, 5.01 keV ≥ Te >1.21 keV

43, 4.56 keV ≥ Te >1.07 keV

43, 1.21 keV ≥ Te >1.07 keV
Cs
Zeff
=

41, 1.07 keV ≥ Te >1 keV

41, 1.07 keV ≥ Te >0.93 keV
I
Zeff

= 39, 0.93 keV ≥ Te >0.88 keV

37, 1 keV ≥ Te >0.74 keV

35, 0.88 keV ≥ Te >0.63 keV

33, 0.74 keV ≥ Te >0.73 keV

31, 0.63 keV ≥ Te >0.62 keV

27, 0.73 keV ≥ Te >0.23 keV

25, 0.62 keV ≥ Te >0.19 keV

25, 0.23 keV ≥ Te >0.17 keV

23, 0.19 keV ≥ Te >0.124 keV

23, 0.17 keV ≥ Te >0.16 keV

21, 0.124 keV ≥ Te >0.123 keV

19, Te < 0.16 keV

17, Te < 0.123 keV

A
(Te ), for Cs and I.
TABLE I. The effective electron charge of the target atom, Zeff

32, Te > 11.103 keV
30, 11.103 keV ≥ Te >1.4146 keV
28, 1.4146 keV ≥ Te >1.2481 keV
26, 1.2481 keV ≥ Te >1.217 keV
Ge
Zeff
=

22, 1.217 keV ≥ Te >0.1801 keV
20, 0.1801 keV ≥ Te >0.1249 keV
18, 0.1249 keV ≥ Te >0.1208 keV
14, 0.1208 keV ≥ Te >0.0298 keV
10, 0.0298 keV ≥ Te >0.0292 keV
4,

Te ≤ 0.0292 keV

A
TABLE II. The effective electron charge of the target atom, Zeff
(Te ), for Ge.

B.

Neutrino charge radii

In the SM, the neutrino charge radii (CR) are the only electromagnetic properties of neutrinos that are
different from zero. The contribution of the SM neutrino CR is taken into account as one of the radiative
corrections to gVp (ν` ) and corresponds to [57–59]

 2 
GF
m`
2
hrν` iSM = − √
3 − 2 ln
,
(8)
2
m2W
2 2π
where mW and m` are the W boson and charged lepton masses (` = e, µ, τ ) respectively, and we use the
conventions in Refs. [21, 23, 60]. The SM neutrino CR are diagonal in the flavor basis, due to the conservation
of generation lepton numbers. Numerically, the predicted values of hrν2e iSM and hrν2µ iSM , that can be probed
with CEνNS data, are
hrν2e iSM = −0.83 × 10−32 cm2 ,
hrν2µ iSM

= −0.48 × 10

4

−32

2

cm .

(9)
(10)

Here, we want to constrain possible BSM effects that could modify the SM value of the neutrino CR. Thus,
we consider the general case in which neutrinos can have both diagonal and off-diagonal, also referred to as
transition, CR in the flavor basis that can be generated by BSM physics. The differential CEνNS cross section
that takes into account the contribution of the neutrino charge radii in addition to the SM neutral-current
weak interaction is


 h



i2
2
X
dσνCR
G
M
M
T
nr
p
2
n
2
2 2
2
2
` -N
0
g̃
−
Q̃
ZF
(|~
q
|
(E, Tnr ) = F
1−
)
+
g
N
F
(|~
q
|
)
+
Z
F
(|~
q
|
)
|
Q̃
|
,
``
Z
N
``
V
Z
V

dTnr
π
2E 2 
0
` 6=`

(11)
where g̃Vp = 0.0186 is the neutrino-proton coupling without the contribution of the SM neutrino CR. The
effects of the charge radii hrν2``0 i in the cross section are expressed as [61]
√
Q̃``0 =

2πα 2
hrν``0 i,
3GF

(12)

where α is the electromagnetic fine-structure constant. The diagonal CR of flavor neutrinos contribute to the
cross section coherently with the neutrino-proton neutral current interaction, generating an effective shift of
sin2 ϑW . In the case of ν̄` -N scattering, we have gVp,n → −gVp,n and hrν``0 i → hrν̄``0 i = −hrν``0 i. Therefore,
the CR of flavor neutrinos and antineutrinos contribute with the same sign to the shift of sin2 ϑW in the
CEνNS cross section.
There are five CR that can be determined with the CEνNS data: the two diagonal charge radii hrν2ee i and
2
hrνµµ i, that sometimes are denoted with the simpler notation hrν2e i and hrν2µ i in connection to the SM CR
in Eqs. (8)–(10), and the absolute values of the three off-diagonal CR hrν2eµ i = hrν2µe i∗ , hrν2eτ i, and hrν2µτ i.
In the presence of the neutrino charge radii, the neutrino-electron elastic scattering cross section in Eq. (5)
is modified to [61]
!
!
!
X dσνES,CR
dσνES,CR
dσνES,CR
` −A
` −A
` −A
=
,
(13)
+
dTe
dTe
dTe
0
SM+Q̃

SM+Q̃``

` 6=`

Q̃``0

where (dσνES,CR
/dTe )SM+Q̃`` is given by Eq. (5) with
` −A
gVν` → gVν` + Q̃`` ,

(14)

"
#

2
Te
me Te
πα2 me
1+ 1−
−
|hrν2``0 i|2 ,
9
E
E2

(15)

and
dσνES,CR
` −A
dTe

!
=

A
Zeff
(Te )

Q̃``0

for `0 6= `.
C.

Neutrino magnetic moments

The neutrino magnetic moment (MM) is the most investigated neutrino electromagnetic property, both
theoretically and experimentally. Indeed, its existence is predicted by many BSM theories, especially those
that include right-handed neutrinos, see the reviews in Refs. [60, 62]. The differential CEνNS cross section
that takes into account the contribution of the neutrino magnetic moment is given by adding to the SM
cross section in Eq. (1) the MM contribution, namely
dσνMM
πα2
` -N
(E, Tnr ) = 2
dTnr
me



1
1
−
Tnr
E
5



Z 2 FZ2 (|~q|2 )

µν`
µB

2

,

(16)

where µν` is the effective MM of the flavor neutrino ν` in elastic scattering (see Ref. [60]), and µB is the
Bohr magneton.
In the case of neutrino-electron scattering, the cross section in presence of neutrino magnetic moments
receives an additional contribution equal to


MM
2
dσνES,
1
µν`
πα2
1
A
` -A
,
(17)
(E, Te ) = Zeff
(Te ) 2
−
dTe
me Tnr
E
µB
A
with Zeff
(Te ) detailed in Tabs. I and II.

D.

Neutrino electric charges

As already shown in many experimental and theoretical studies (for a review see Ref. [60]), CEνNS process
is sensitive not only to the neutrino CR, but also to the existence of neutrino electric charges (EC). Indeed,
even if neutrinos are considered as neutral particles, in some BSM theories they can acquire small electric
charges, usually referred to as millicharges. The differential CEνNS cross section taking into account the
contribution of the neutrino electric charges in addition to SM neutral-current weak interactions is similar to
that derived for the neutrino charge radii, with gVp and gVn given in Sec. II and Q̃``0 replaced by Q``0 [60, 61]
√
2 2πα
0
Q`` =
qν``0 ,
(18)
GF q 2
where qν``0 is the neutrino EC and q 2 = −2M Tnr is the squared four-momentum transfer. Given the extremely low momentum transfer and low-energy thresholds of reactor experiments, the q 2 dependence in the
denominator of Eq. (18) helps to set more stringent constraints using the data of Dresden-II with respect
to COHERENT, as we will show in Sec. IV. As in the case of neutrino CR, the contribution of neutrinos
and antineutrinos to the neutrino EC will also shift sin2 ϑW with the same sign, since the electric charges of
neutrino and antineutrino are opposite as well as the weak neutral current couplings.
If neutrinos have electric charges, the neutrino-electron elastic scattering cross section in Eq. (5) becomes [61]
!
!
!
X dσνES,EC
dσνES,EC
dσνES,EC
` −A
` −A
` −A
=
+
,
(19)
dTe
dTe
dTe
0
SM+Q

SM+Q``

` 6=`

Q``0

where (dσνES,EC
/dTe )SM+Q`` is given by Eq. (5) with
` −A
gVν` → gVν` + Q`` ,

(20)

and
dσνES,EC
` −A
dTe

!
=
Q``0

A
Zeff
(Te )

"
#

2
πα2
Te
me Te
1+ 1−
−
|qν``0 |2 ,
me Te2
E
E2

(21)

for `0 6= `. In neutrino-electron elastic scattering |q 2 | = 2me Te , which is much smaller than the CEνNS
|q 2 |. Therefore, the analysis of the COHERENT CsI and Dresden-II data taking into account ES scattering
allows us to enhance substantially the sensitivity to neutrino millicharges.
III.

DATA ANALYSIS STRATEGY

In this section we will summarize the prescriptions followed for the analysis of the COHERENT and
Dresden-II data set.
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A.

COHERENT

For the analysis of the COHERENT CsI and Ar data we follow closely the strategy explained in detail
in Ref. [63]. We obtained information on all the quantities used from Refs. [3, 4] for the Ar data and from
Ref. [5] for the CsI data.
The total differential neutrino flux, dNν /dE, is given by the sum of the three neutrino components produced by the pion decay at rest. Namely, the first prompt component is coming directly from the pion
decay (π + → µ+ + νµ ), while the second two delayed components are coming from the subsequent muon
decay (µ+ → e+ + νe + ν̄µ ). The neutrino flux depends on the number r of neutrinos produced for each
proton-on-target (POT), the number of protons-on-target NPOT and the baseline L between the source and
the detector. For the COHERENT Ar detector, called CENNS-10, we use r = 0.09, NPOT = 13.8 × 1022
and L = 27.5 m [4]. For the COHERENT CsI detector, we use r = 0.0848, NPOT = 3.198 × 1023 and
L = 19.3 m [2]. The prompt νµ ’s component arrives within about 1 µs from the on-beam trigger, whereas
the delayed νe ’s and ν̄µ ’s arrive in a time interval which can extend up to about 10 µs. The inclusion of the
time evolution of the COHERENT data is thus important to distinguish the two neutrino components.
In each nuclear-recoil energy-bin i, the theoretical CEνNS event number NiCEνNS is given by
NiCEνNS (N )

Z

i+1
Tnr

= N (tg)

Z

0max
Tnr

0
dTnr

dTnr A(Tnr )
i
Tnr

0
R(Tnr , Tnr
)

Z

0

Emax

X

dE
0 )
Emin (Tnr

ν=νe ,νµ ,ν̄µ

dσν−N
dNν
0
(E)
(E, Tnr
),
0
dE
dTnr

(22)
where N = Cs, I or Ar, and NiCEνNS (CsI) = NiCEνNS (Cs) + NiCEνNS (I). Moreover, Tnr is the reconstructed
0
is the true nuclear recoil kinetic energy, A(Tnr ) is the energy-dependent denuclear recoil kinetic energy, Tnr
2
0max
0
/M , Emax = mµ /2 ∼ 52.8 MeV,
' 2Emax
)
is
the
energy resolution function, Tnr
tector efficiency,
R(T
,
T
nr
nr
p
0
0 /2, m being the muon mass, and N (tg) the number of target atoms in the detecEmin (Tnr ) ' M Tnr
µ
tor, where the targets are tg = CsI or Ar. The number of target atoms in each detector is given by
N (tg) = NA Mdet /Mtg , where NA is the Avogadro number, Mdet is the detector active mass (Mdet = 24.4 kg
for Ar and Mdet = 14.6 kg for CsI), and Mtg is the molar mass (MAr = 39.96 g/mol and MCsI = 259.8 g/mol).
Finally, the differential CEνNS cross section dσν−N /dTnr has been discussed in Section II.
Differently from Ref. [63], in the CsI analysis we also include the contribution of the electron-neutrino
scattering, as stated in Sec. II. In each electron-recoil energy-bin i, the theoretical ES event number NiES is
given by
NiES (A) = N (tg)

Z

Tei+1

Z

dTe A(Te )
Tei

Te0max

dTe0 R(Te , Te0 )

0

Z

Emax

dE
Emin (Te0 )

X
ν=νe ,νµ ,ν̄µ

dσ ES
dNν
(E) ν−A
(E, Te0 ),
dE
dTe0

where A = Cs or I, and NiES (CsI) = NiES (Cs) + NiES (I), Emin (Te0 ) = (Te0 +
2
Te0max = 2Emax
/(2Emax + me ).

(23)

p 0
Te 2 + 2me Te0 )/2, and

It is important to consider that the energy actually observed in the detector is the electron-equivalent
recoil energy Te , which is transformed into the nuclear recoil energy Tnr in the CEνNS rate by inverting the
relation
Te = fQ (Tnr ) Tnr ,

(24)

where fQ is the quenching factor [64].
In order to include also the timing information we separated the theoretical CEνNS event numbers
NiCEνNS in Eq. (22) in time bins that are calculated from the exponential decay laws of the generating pions
CEνNS
and muons. With this procedure we obtained the theoretical CEνNS event numbers Nij
, where i is the
index of the energy bins and j is the index of the time bins.

7

We performed the analysis of the COHERENT CsI data using the Poissonian least-squares function [43, 65],
given that in some energy-time bins the number of events is very small, namely
!#
" 4
exp
9 X
11
X
X

Nij
exp
exp
2
z
5
χCsI,CEνNS+ES = 2
(1 + ηz )Nij + η5 Nij − Nij + Nij ln P4 

z
5
z=1 (1 + ηz )Nij + η5 Nij
i=1 j=1 z=1
2
5 
X
ηz
+
,
(25)
σz
z=1
z
1
CEνNS
ES
where the indices z = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 for Nij
stand, respectively, for CEνNS+ES, namely Nij
= Nij
+ Nij
,
2
BRN
3
NIN
4
SS
beam-related neutron (Nij = Nij ), neutrino-induced neutron (Nij = Nij ), steady-state (Nij = Nij )
exp
CEνNS
5
is the experimental event number
). In our notation, Nij
= Nij
backgrounds, and CEνNS only (Nij
CEνNS
is the predicted number of CEνNS events that depends on
obtained from coincidence (C) data, Nij
BRN
NIN
the physics model under consideration, Nij
is the estimated BRN background, Nij
is the estimated
SS
ES
NIN background, Nij is the SS background obtained from the anti-coincidence (AC) data and, Nij
is
the contribution of the electron scattering that also depends on the physics model under consideration.
Clearly, when summing the CEνNS and ES contributions, both event numbers as well as the background
contributions must be determined either in nuclear-recoil or in electron-recoil energy bins. We took into
account the systematic uncertainties with the nuisance parameters ηz and the corresponding uncertainties
σCEνNS+ES = 0.11, σCEνNS = 0.05, σBRN = 0.25, σNIN = 0.35, σSS = 0.021. The uncertainty σCEνNS+ES
does not include the form factor and quenching factor related uncertainties that are affecting only CEνNS
and are implemented thanks to an additional contribution σCEνNS .
In this work, to appreciate the impact of the ES contribution, we will sometimes fit the CsI data set for
CEνNS only. In this case, the least-squares function χ2CsI,CEνNS is obtained removing the ES contribution
for z = 1 in Eq. (25).

We performed the analysis of the COHERENT Ar data using the least-squares function
χ2Ar,CEνNS

=

12 X
10
X
i=1 j=1

exp
Nij
−

P4

z=1 (1

+ ηz +

P

l

sys
z
ηzl,ij
)Nij

σij

!2
+

2
4 
X
ηz
z=1

σz

+

X

2

(zl ) ,

(26)

z,l

where z = 1, 2, 3, 4 stands for the theoretical prediction of CEνNS, SS, Prompt Beam-Related Neutron
exp
(PBRN) and Delayed Beam-Related Neutron (DBRN) backgrounds, and Nij
is the number of observed
events in each energy and time bin. The statistical uncertainty σij is given by
exp 2
SS 2
(σij )2 = (σij
) + (σij
) ,

(27)

q
q
exp
exp
SS
SS /5. The factor 1/5 is due to the 5 times longer sampling time of the
and σij
= Nij
where σij
= Nij
SS background with respect to the signal time window. The nuisance parameters ηz quantify the systematic
uncertainties of the event rate for the theoretical prediction of CEνNS, SS, PBRN, and DBRN backgrounds,
with the corresponding uncertainties σCEνNS = 0.13, σPBRN = 0.32, σDBRN = 1, and σSS = 0.0079. We
considered also the systematic uncertainties of the shapes of CEνNS and PBRN spectra using the information
in the COHERENT data release [4]. This is done in Eq. (26) through the nuisance parameters zl and the
sys
terms ηzl,ij
given by
sys
ηzl,ij
= zl

sys
CV
Nzl,ij
− Nzl,ij
CV
Nzl,ij

,

(28)

sys
CV
where l is the index of the source of the systematic uncertainty. Here, Nzl,ij
are, respectively,
and Nzl,ij
1σ probability distribution functions (PDFs) described in Tab. 3 of Ref. [4] and the central-value (CV) SM
predictions described in Tab. 2 of Ref. [4].
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B.

Dresden-II

For the analysis of the NCC-1701 data obtained using antineutrinos produced by the Dresden-II reactor,
we use the data release and related information in Ref. [36].
In order to derive the antineutrino spectra dNν /dE from the Dresden-II reactor we have considered three
different parametrizations, obtained by combining four different predictions for specific energy ranges. In
particular, the neutrino spectra are built by combining the expected spectra for antineutrino energies above
2 MeV from either Ref. [66] or Ref. [67], that we indicate as HM and EF, respectively, with the low energy
part determined by Ref. [68] and Refs. [69, 70], that we indicate as VE and K, respectively. In this way, three
different combinations are obtained, to which we will refer to as HMVE, EFK, and HMK. These spectra
are obtained from the weighted average of the antineutrino fluxes from four main fission isotopes, namely
235
U, 239 Pu, 238 U and 241 Pu. In the K prediction [69, 70], the contribution at low energies from radiative
neutron capture on 238 U is also taken into account. The latter has the effect to enhance the spectrum for
neutrino energies below ∼ 1 MeV. In all cases, we set the spectra to zero above 10 MeV. The neutrino
spectra for reactor antineutrinos have been normalized to the antineutrino flux estimate reported in Ref. [36]
and corresponding to Φest = 4.8 × 1013 cm−2 s−1 , that has been determined considering a reactor power
P = 2.96 GWth and a reactor-detector distance of L = 10.39 m [36].
In the energy region of interest of Dresden-II, 0.2 keVee < Te < 1.5 keVee , the background comes from
the elastic scattering of epithermal neutrons and the electron capture in 71 Ge. The epithermal neutron
contribution, which is the dominant one in the CEνNS recoil-energy region, Te . 0.5 keVee , is described by
an exponential function with decay constant Tepith plus a constant term Nepith , while the electron capture
peaks from 71 Ge, namely the L1-, L2- and M-shell peaks, are described each by a Gaussian function. The
latter is parametrized by an amplitude Ai , the centroid Ti and the standard deviation σi , where i = L1, L2
and M. Thus, the expected event rate of background is given by
dN bkg
= Nepith + Aepith e−Te /Tepith +
dTe

(
−
A
√ i e
2πσi
i=L1,L2,M

X

Te −Ti )2
2σ 2
i

.

(29)

Following Ref. [36], the total amount of free parameters for the background prediction reduces to: Nepith ,
Aepith , Tepith , AL1 , EL1 , σL1 and βM/L1 . In fact, the amplitude of the L2 shell contribution can be expressed
in terms of the amplitude of the L1 shell (AL1 ), in particular AL2 /AL1 = 0.008, and σL2 = σL1 . The centroid
of the L2 Gaussian can be safely set to the nominal value TL2 = 1.142 keV. The standard deviation of
the M-shell contribution can be fixed to the electronic noise uncertainty, which is σn = 68.5 eV for the
Rx-ON (reactor operation period) data. The centroid of the M-shell Gaussian is fixed to its nominal value
TM = 0.158 keV, being smaller than the experimental threshold whereas its amplitude is left free to vary in
the fit with a constraint corresponding to the experimentally determined ratio βM/L1 = AM /AL1 = 0.16±0.03.
The theoretical CEνNS event-number NiCEνNS in each electron-recoil energy-bin i is given by
NiCEνNS (N )

Z

Tei+1

= N (Ge)

dTe
Tei

Z

0max
Tnr

0
dTnr

0min
Tnr

0
R(Te , Te0 (Tnr
))

Z

Emax

dE
0 )
Emin (Tnr

dNν
dσν−N
0
(E, Tnr
),
(E)
0
dE
dTnr

(30)

P
CEνNS
CEνNS A
where N = A
(Ge) = A f(A
(Z Ge), where f(A
Z Ge with A = 70, 72, 73, 74, 76, and Ni
Z Ge)Ni
Z Ge) are
25
the isotopic abundances introduced in Sec. II. Moreover, N (Ge) = 2.43 × 10 is the number of germanium
0min
0
atoms, Tnr
' 2.96 eV is the minimum average ionization energy in Ge, R(Te , Te0 (Tnr
)) is the detector energy
0
0
0
0
resolution function, Te (Tnr ) = fQ (Tnr )Tnr is the ionization energy where fQ is the germanium quenching
factor. For the latter, following the data release in Ref. [36] we consider two models based on experimental
measurements. The first one determined from photo-neutron source measurements, so-called YBe [71], and
the second one derived from iron-filtered monochromatic neutrons, so-called Fef, that consists in a simple
linear fit of the four data points for Tnr . 1.35 keV and is extended above this range with the standard
Lindhard model with k = 0.157 [72]. The different quenching factors are shown in Fig. 1(a) together with
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FIG. 1. (a) The germanium quenching factor models provided in Ref. [36] for the analysis of the Dresden-II data:
iron filter (Fef) given by the solid blue line that fits the blue data points [71] and is extended with the Lindhard
model with k = 0.157 [72] (dashed purple line) for Tnr & 1.35 keV; photo-neutron (YBe) given by the solid red line.
(b) Illustration of different CEνNS and ES predictions for the Dresden-II spectrum compared with the Rx-ON data.
CEνNS (SM) is the Standard Model CEνNS prediction. CEνNS (µνe ) and CEνNS + ES(µνe ) are, respectively, the
CEνNS (SM) plus CEνNS and CEνNS + ES predictions induced by µνe = 3 × 10−10 µB . CEνNS (qνe ) is the CEνNS
(SM) plus CEνNS prediction induced by qνe = 1.5 × 10−9 e. CEνNS + ES(qνe ) is the CEνNS (SM) plus CEνNS +
ES prediction induced by qνe = 1.3 × 10−11 e. The dashed histograms represent the predictions obtained considering
the HMVE reactor antineutrino flux and Fef quenching. The solid histograms show the corresponding predictions
plus fitted background.

the experimental points used for the determination of the Fef model. The differences in the constraints
derived using the two quenching factors are used as an estimate of the related uncertainty. The detector
energy-resolution function is described as a truncated Gaussian

0
R (Te , Te0 (Tnr
)) = 


1 + Erf

2


0 )
Te0 (Tnr
√
2σe0

 √

0

0

2

(Te −Te (Tnr ))
−
1
02
2σe
,
e
2πσe0

(31)

p
with a standard deviation equal to σe0 = σn2 + ηFf Te , where the average energy of electron-hole formation
is η = 2.96 eV and the Fano factor is Ff = 0.11 for Ge [36]. Finally, in Eq. (30) the experimental acceptance
does not appear since the data points provided in the data release are already corrected for it.
Similarly to the CsI analysis, we also include the contribution of the electron-antineutrino scattering. In
each electron-recoil energy-bin i, the theoretical ES event number NiES is given by
NiES = N (Ge)

Z

Tei+1

dTe
Tei

Z

Te0max

dTe0 R(Te , Te0 )

Te0min

Z

Emax

dE
Emin (Te0 )

dσ ES
dNν
(E) ν−Ge
(E, Te0 ),
dE
dTe0

with the difference that in the energy resolution the quenching factor must be set to unity.
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(32)

We performed the analysis of the Dresden-II Ge data using the least-squares function
χ2Ge,CEνNS+ES =

130  bkg
X
N
+ α(N CEνNS + N ES ) − N exp 2
i

i

i

i

σexp

i=1

+

β − β

M/L1

σβM/L1

2

+

 α − 1 2
σα

,

(33)

where Nibkg , NiCEνNS and NiES are the predictions in the i-th electron recoil energy bin for the background,
the CEνNS signal and the ES signal, respectively, and Niexp is the experimental number of events in the
i-th bin. The nuisance parameter α takes into account the uncertainty on the neutrino flux (with σα = 2%),
while βM/L1 is a prior for the M- to L1-shells ratio, with βM/L1 = 0.16 and σβM/L1 = 0.03. In this work,
to appreciate the impact of the ES contribution, we will sometimes fit the Ge data set for CEνNS only.
In this case, the least-squares function χ2Ge,CEνNS is obtained by removing the ES contribution from Eq. (33).
In Fig. 1(b) we show the CEνNS and ES predictions for the Dresden-II spectrum compared with the RxON data under different hypotheses and with or without the inclusion of the background. In this way, one
can compare the SM CEνNS prediction, CEνNS(SM), with the predictions obtained in presence of a possible
neutrino MM, considering µνe = 3 × 10−10 µB , and a possible neutrino EC, considering qνe = 1.5 × 10−9 e.
Moreover, in Fig. 1(b) we also illustrate the impact of including the neutrino-electron elastic scattering, for
the same neutrino MM value as before and for a much smaller neutrino EC, namely qνe = 1.3 × 10−11 e,
given that, as we already pointed out in Sec. II D, the ES process is very sensitive to a possible neutrino
millicharge.

IV.

RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the fit using the COHERENT CsI and Ar data set and their
combination, as well as the analysis of the Dresden-II data and its combination with COHERENT for the
neutrino charge radii, electric charge and magnetic moment. We also present the DRESDEN-II results on
the weak mixing angle.

A.

Weak mixing angle

The weak mixing angle, ϑW , is a fundamental parameter in the theory of EW interactions. So far, many
experiments measured it at different energies [43], since its value can be significantly modified in some BSM
theories [73]. In particular, low-energy determinations of ϑW offer a unique role, complementary to those at
high-energy, being highly sensitive to extra Z (Z 0 ) bosons predicted in grand unified theories, technicolor
models, supersymmetry and string theories [74]. This underscores the need for improved experimental
determinations of ϑW in the low-energy regime, where most of the measurements still suffer from large
uncertainties.
As shown in Ref. [14], the uncertainty obtained for the weak mixing angle from the old CsI 2017 COHERENT data set combined with the Ar one is still very large when compared to the other determinations at
low-momentum transfer. Moreover, as shown in Ref. [17], the COHERENT weak mixing angle determination
is strongly correlated with the value chosen for the poorly known Rn (Cs) and Rn (I), making it necessary to
fit for these parameters simultaneously in order to obtain a model-independent measurement of sin2 ϑW . By
performing a combined analysis with the so-called atomic parity violation (APV) experimental result using
Cs atoms, as demonstrated in Ref. [27], it has been possible to put rather stringent constraints on the weak
mixing angle while keeping into account the correlation with Rn (Cs).
This strong correlation between sin2 ϑW and the neutron distribution rms radius applies to all EW determinations of the weak mixing angle exploiting nuclei that have been done so far, see e.g. Ref. [75]. On the
contrary, as pointed out in Sec. II, in the analysis of the Dresden-II data the form factor of both protons
and neutrons is practically equal to unity, making the particular choice of the value of Rn (Ge) completely
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FIG. 2. (a) Marginal ∆χ2 ’s for sin2 ϑW obtained from the analysis of the Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE,
HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef (blue) or YBe (green) quenching. (b) Variation of sin2 ϑW with
the energy scale µ. The SM prediction is shown as the red solid curve, together with experimental determinations
in black from APV on cesium [79, 80], which has a typical momentum transfer given by hQi ' 2.4 MeV, Møller
scattering [81] (E158), deep inelastic scattering of polarized electrons on deuterons [82] (e2 H PVDIS), and the result
from the proton’s weak charge at hQ2 i = 0.0248 GeV2 [83] (Qweak ). The results derived in this paper using the
Dresden-II data are shown in blue and green for the Fef and YBe quenching factor, respectively. For clarity we
displayed the YBe point horizontally to the right, as indicated by the arrow.

irrelevant. Here, we show the result of a fit of the Dresden-II data aimed at the determination of the value of
the weak mixing angle using three different antineutrino flux parameterizations, indicated as HMVE, HMK
and EFK, and two different germanium QF functional forms, indicated as Fef and YBe. The results of these
fits are summarized in Tab. III for all the six combinations of neutrino fluxes and QFs, and are depicted in
Fig. 2(a). The impact of the different antineutrino fluxes is minimal. On the contrary, the impact of the
different QFs is non-negligible, being the YBe results shifted to larger values of the weak mixing angle and
also less precise. Focusing thus only on the HMVE flux, our results are
+0.11
+0.14
sin2 ϑW (Dresden − II Fef) = 0.219+0.06
−0.05 (1σ),−0.08 (90%),−0.09 (2σ),

(34)

+0.16
+0.22
sin2 ϑW (Dresden − II YBe) = 0.286+0.08
−0.07 (1σ),−0.11 (90%),−0.13 (2σ),

(35)

for the Fef and YBe quenching factors, respectively. These results are also depicted in Fig. 2(b), where a
summary of the weak mixing angle measurements as a function of the energy scale µ is shown along with
the SM predicted running of sin2 ϑW , calculated in the MS scheme [76–78].
We repeated all of the above measurements including also the ES contribution in the Dresden-II data set.
However, no effect is found due to ES on the weak mixing angle, thus the results are independent of its
inclusion.
Other bounds on sin2 ϑW have also been obtained exploiting the CEνNS data from COHERENT and
Dresden-II in Ref. [84]. Although the results with the Fef QF appear to be more stringent than those
presented in this work, the results are not comparable with ours because we fit the complete Dresden-II
data set, whereas the analysis of Ref. [84] is a fit of the CEνNS residual events obtained by fixing the
12

b.f.
Dresden-II sin2 θW
HMVE-Fef 0.219
HMK-Fef
0.219
EFK-Fef
0.226
HMVE-YBe 0.286
HMK-YBe 0.286
EFK-YBe
0.293

1σ
(0.159, 0.268)
(0.159, 0.268)
(0.164, 0.275)
(0.202, 0.354)
(0.201, 0.353)
(0.206, 0.362)

90%
(0.110, 0.296)
(0.110, 0.296)
(0.113, 0.304)
(0.127, 0.393)
(0.127, 0.392)
(0.129, 0.402)

2σ
(0.0742, 0.311)
(0.0742, 0.311)
(0.0772, 0.319)
(0.0693, 0.413)
(0.0693, 0.412)
(0.0683, 0.423)

3σ
< 0.349
< 0.349
< 0.358
< 0.465
< 0.464
< 0.476

TABLE III. Best-fit value and bounds on sin2 θW obtained from the analysis of the Dresden-II data assuming the
HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef or YBe quenching.

background contribution as determined by the Dresden-II Collaboration. Such an analysis neglects the
systematic uncertainties related to the background leading thus to more stringent constraints.

B.

Neutrino charge radii

Bounds on the neutrino CR determined by combining the first COHERENT CsI [1] data set and the
Ar [3] data set have been discussed in Ref. [14, 21]. In particular, in Ref. [21] we derived bounds on the
neutrino CR using the 2017 CsI COHERENT data set and their determination of the QF, while in Ref. [14]
we used the same data set but in combination with the more precise determination of the QF in Ref. [85]. In
Ref. [14] we also derived constraints for the neutrino CR using the Ar data set exploiting only the CEνNS
nuclear recoil energy spectrum.
Here, we first update these limits by considering the latest CsI data release from COHERENT [5], which
presented more than doubled statistics and the refined QF determination, and their combination with the
Ar data set, for which we follow the data release in Ref. [4], that allowed us to also include the arrival
time information. We start with the general case in which neutrinos are allowed to have both diagonal and
off-diagonal CR. The results of these fits are summarized in Tab. IV. The bounds obtained for the Ar data
set are of the same order of magnitude, but as expected due to statistics, less stringent than those obtained
from the COHERENT CsI data. Indeed, the latter clearly dominates the combined fit, where the addition
of the Ar data only makes a little improvement.
Similarly, we also fit the Dresden-II data set for the neutrino CR. In this case only hrν2ee i, |hrν2eµ i|, and
|hrν2eτ i| could be measured by the data. As explained in Sec. III B, we use three different antineutrino
flux parameterizations, HMVE, HMK and EFK, and two different germanium QF functional forms, Fef
and YBe. The results of these fits are summarized in Tab. V for all the six combinations of neutrino
fluxes and QFs. As it is possible to see, the three fluxes induce very small differences in the final bounds,
while the QF plays a more important role. All in all, the bounds obtained from the Dresden-II data set
are comparable with those obtained from the CsI and Ar data set, with a precision similar to the CsI data set.
Finally, in Tab. VI we show the bounds on the neutrino CR obtained from the combined analysis of the
COHERENT CsI and Ar data and the Dresden-II data assuming all the six combinations of neutrino fluxes
and QFs. An improvement with respect to the results obtained fitting the COHERENT data set alone is
visible.
The contours of the 90% C.L. allowed regions in the (hrν2ee i, hrν2µµ i) plane obtained from the analysis of
the COHERENT CsI and Ar data, and from the combined analysis of the COHERENT data and Dresden-II
data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef or YBe quenching are shown
in Fig. 3 together with the SM values in Eqs. (9) and (10) and the 90% bounds on hrν2ee i and hrν2µµ i obtained,
respectively, in the TEXONO [88] and BNL-E734 [91] experiments. In Fig. 4 we show the marginal ∆χ2 ’s
for hrν2ee i together with the SM value in Eq. (9) and the lower and upper 90% bounds on hrν2ee i obtained
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1σ
hrν2ee i (−62, 10)
hrν2µµ i (−37.9, 0.5)
|hrν2eµ i|
< 26
|hrν2eτ i|
< 36
|hrν2µτ i|
< 27
hrν2ee i (−79, 29)
hrν2µµ i (−59.2, 8.6)
|hrν2eµ i|
< 33
|hrν2eτ i|
< 54
|hrν2µτ i|
< 34
hrν2ee i (−66, 11)
hrν2µµ i (−54.7, 0.8)
|hrν2eµ i|
< 28
|hrν2eτ i|
< 38
|hrν2µτ i|
< 28

90%
2σ
CsI
(−68, 14)
(−70, 16)
(−57.4, 2.9) (−59.2, 4.4)
< 30
< 31
< 41
< 43
< 30
< 32
Ar
(−88, 38)
(−93, 43)
(−64.9, 14.6) (−67.6, 17.3)
< 36
< 38
< 63
< 68
< 40
< 42
CsI + Ar
(−69, 14)
(−71, 16)
(−57.7, 3.2) (−59.2, 4.7)
< 30
< 31
< 42
< 44
< 31
< 32

3σ
(−77, 22)
(−64.0, 8.6)
< 34
< 49
< 36
(−110, 59)
(−74.8, 24.5)
< 44
< 84
< 50
(−77, 22)
(−63.1, 8.3)
< 34
< 50
< 36

TABLE IV. Bounds on the neutrino charge radii in units of 10−32 cm2 obtained from the analysis of the COHERENT
CsI and Ar data.
1σ
90%
2σ
Dresden-II (HMVE-Fef )
hrν2ee i
(−54, 2) (−56, 4) (−58, 5)
2
< 30
< 32
|hrνeµ i|, |hrν2eτ i| < 28
Dresden-II (HMK-Fef )
(−54, 2) (−57, 4) (−58, 5)
hrν2ee i
2
|hrνeµ i|, |hrν2eτ i| < 28
< 30
< 31
Dresden-II (EFK-Fef )
(−55, 2) (−57, 5) (−58, 6)
hrν2ee i
2
|hrνeµ i|, |hrν2eτ i| < 28
< 31
< 32
Dresden-II (HMVE-YBe)
hrν2ee i
(−61, 9) (−65, 12) (−66, 14)
< 38
< 40
|hrν2eµ i|, |hrν2eτ i| < 35
Dresden-II (HMK-YBe)
hrν2ee i
(−61, 9) (−65, 12) (−66, 14)
< 38
< 40
|hrν2eµ i|, |hrν2eτ i| < 35
Dresden-II (EFK-YBe)
hrν2ee i
(−62, 10) (−65, 13) (−67, 15)
2
|hrνeµ i|, |hrν2eτ i| < 36
< 39
< 41

3σ
(−61, 8)
< 35
(−61, 8)
< 35
(−62, 9)
< 36
(−71, 18)
< 44
(−71, 18)
< 44
(−72, 19)
< 45

TABLE V. Bounds on the neutrino charge radii in units of 10−32 cm2 obtained from the analysis of the Dresden-II
data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef or YBe quenching.

in the TEXONO [88] experiment. As visible, the point corresponding to the SM values of the diagonal
CR lies at the edge of the 1σ allowed region and very close to the best fit value for hrν2ee i in the combined
CsI+Ar+Dresden-II fit. For a better comparison, in Tab. VII we report a summary of the most recent and
precise bounds on hrν2ee i and hrν2µµ i. Please note that some of these limits have been corrected by a factor of
two due to a different convention, see Ref. [21] for a detailed explanation. In Tab. VII we also summarized
the results found in this work from the combined Dresden-II + COHERENT analysis when considering
non-null transition CR. Interestingly, we are able to improve the best upper bound limit for hrν2ee i previously
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1σ
90%
2σ
3σ
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (HMVE-Fef )
hrν2ee i
(−52, 3)
(−56, 5)
(−58, 6)
(−61, 9)
hrν2µµ i (−55.6, 1.8) (−58.2, 4.0) (−59.8, 5.1) (−63.1, 8.7)
|hrν2eµ i|
< 28
< 29
< 30
< 32
|hrν2eτ i|
< 28
< 31
< 32
< 35
|hrν2µτ i|
< 29
< 32
< 33
< 36
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (HMK-Fef )
hrν2ee i
(−52, 3)
(−56, 5)
(−58, 6)
(−61, 9)
hrν2µµ i (−55.8, 1.8) (−58.4, 3.8) (−59.8, 5.4) (−63.3, 8.7)
|hrν2eµ i|
< 28
< 29
< 30
< 32
|hrν2eτ i|
< 28
< 31
< 32
< 35
|hrν2µτ i|
< 29
< 31
< 33
< 36
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (EFK-Fef )
hrν2ee i
(−53, 3)
(−58, 5)
(−58, 6)
(−62, 9)
hrν2µµ i (−55.8, 1.8) (−58.4, 4.0) (−59.3, 4.9) (−62.8, 8.4)
|hrν2eµ i|
< 28
< 29
< 30
< 32
|hrν2eτ i|
< 29
< 32
< 33
< 36
|hrν2µτ i|
< 29
< 31
< 33
< 36
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (HMVE-YBe)
(−60, 7)
(−63, 10)
(−65, 12)
(−69, 15)
hrν2ee i
hrν2µµ i (−54.3, 0.74) (−57.3, 3.2) (−58.9, 4.3) (−62.2, 7.8)
< 28
< 30
< 31
< 33
|hrν2eµ i|
|hrν2eτ i|
< 35
< 37
< 38
< 42
< 28
< 30
< 32
< 35
|hrν2µτ i|
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (HMK-YBe)
(−60, 8)
(−63, 10)
(−65, 12)
(−69, 15)
hrν2ee i
hrν2µµ i (−53.8, 0.74) (−57.1, 2.9) (−58.4, 4.0) (−62.2, 7.8)
< 28
< 30
< 31
< 33
|hrν2eµ i|
|hrν2eτ i|
< 35
< 37
< 38
< 42
< 28
< 30
< 32
< 35
|hrν2µτ i|
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (EFK-YBe)
hrν2ee i
(−61, 8)
(−64, 11)
(−65, 12)
(−69, 16)
hrν2µµ i (−54.0, 0.74) (−57.3, 2.9) (−58.4, 4.0) (−62.2, 7.6)
|hrν2eµ i|
< 28
< 30
< 31
< 33
< 35
< 37
< 39
< 43
|hrν2eτ i|
|hrν2µτ i|
< 28
< 30
< 31
< 35
TABLE VI. Bounds on the neutrino charge radii in units of 10−32 cm2 obtained from the combined analysis of the
COHERENT CsI and Ar data and the Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino
flux and the Fef or YBe quenching.

set by TEXONO. Finally, in Fig. 5 we show the marginal ∆χ2 ’s for |hrν2eµ i| and |hrν2eτ i|, for which, especially
in the latter case, the Fef QF permits to obtain significantly more stringent bounds.
We also assumed the absence of transition CR, fitting thus only for the diagonal charge radii hrν2ee i and
In this way we probe the values of the neutrino CR in the SM. However, since it is also possible
that BSM physics generates off-diagonal neutrino CR that are much smaller than the diagonal ones and that
can thus be neglected in a first approximation, also new physics models can be tested in this scenario. The
bounds are shown in Tabs. VIII, IX and X from the analysis of COHERENT data only, Dresden-II data
only for the different reactor antineutrino fluxes and germanium QFs (only hrν2ee i can be tested in this case)
and their combinations, respectively. The corresponding contours of the 90% C.L. allowed regions in the
(hrν2ee i, hrν2µµ i) plane are shown in Fig. 6. One can see that the contribution of the Dresden-II data leads
to a considerable restriction of the allowed regions, especially when using the Fef QF. Here, we also show
hrν2µµ i.
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Collaboration
Limit [10−32 cm2 ]
Krasnoyarsk
|hrν2e i| < 7.3
Reactor ν̄e -e
TEXONO
−4.2 < hrν2e i < 6.6
LAMPF
−7.12 < hrν2e i < 10.88
Accelerator νe -e
LSND
−5.94 < hrν2e i < 8.28
BNL-E734
−5.7 < hrν2µ i < 1.1
Accelerator νµ -e and ν̄µ -e
CHARM-II
|hrν2µ i| < 1.2
w/o transition CR
−7.1 < hrν2e i < 5
COHERENT + Dresden-II
w transition CR
−56 < hrν2e i < 5
w/o transition CR −5.9 < hrν2µ i| < 4.3
COHERENT + Dresden-II
w transition CR
−58.2 < hrν2µ i < 4.0
Process

a
b

C.L.
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%

Ref.
[87]
[88]a
[89]a
[90]a
[91]a,b
[92]a
This work
This work
This work
This work

Corrected by a factor of two due to a different convention, see Ref. [21].
Corrected in Ref. [86].

CsI+Ar+DII(HMVE−YBe)
CsI+Ar+DII(HMK−YBe)
CsI+Ar+DII(EFK−YBe)

CsI+Ar
CsI+Ar+DII(HMVE−Fef)
CsI+Ar+DII(HMK−Fef)
CsI+Ar+DII(EFK−Fef)

−40

−20

0

90% C.L.

−60

〈r ν2µµ〉 [10−32cm2]

20

TABLE VII. Experimental limits for the neutrino charge radii.
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20

2

cm ]

FIG. 3. Contours of the 90% C.L. allowed regions in the (hrν2ee i, hrν2µµ i) plane obtained from the analysis of the
COHERENT CsI and Ar data (magenta), and from the combined analysis of the COHERENT data and Dresden-II
data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef (blue) or YBe (green) quenching. The
red cross near the origin indicates the Standard Model values in Eqs. (9) and (10). The orange rectangle enclosing the
origin shows the 90% bounds on hrν2ee i and hrν2µµ i obtained, respectively, in the TEXONO [88] and BNL-E734 [91]
experiments.

the SM values in Eqs. (9) and (10) and the 90% bounds on hrν2ee i and hrν2µµ i obtained, respectively, in the
TEXONO [88] and BNL-E734 [91] experiments. In Fig. 7 we also show the marginal ∆χ2 ’s for hrν2ee i. As
summarized in Tab. VII, assuming the absence of the transition CR we obtain a very competitive limit at
90% C.L. with respect to that set by TEXONO when using the Fef QF, namely
− 7.1 < hrν2e i < 5,

(36)

in units of 10−32 cm2 . In particular, we are able to restrict the upper bound limit from 6.6 × 10−32 cm2 to
5 × 10−32 cm2 .
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6

99% CL
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FIG. 4. Marginal ∆χ2 ’s for hrν2ee i obtained from the analysis of the COHERENT CsI and Ar data (magenta),
and from the combined analysis of the COHERENT data and Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK
reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef (blue) or YBe (green) quenching. The short vertical red line near the origin
indicates the Standard Model value in Eq. (9). The vertical orange lines show the lower and upper 90% bounds on
hrν2ee i obtained in the TEXONO [88] experiment.
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FIG. 5. Marginal ∆χ2 ’s for |hrν2eµ i| and |hrν2eτ i| obtained from the analysis of the COHERENT CsI and Ar data
(magenta), and from the combined analysis of the COHERENT data and Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE,
HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef (blue) or YBe (green) quenching.

We repeated all of the above bound calculations including also the ES contribution for the CsI and
Dresden-II data set. However, no effect is found due to ES on the neutrino CR, thus the results are inde17
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FIG. 6. Contours of the 90% C.L. allowed regions in the (hrν2ee i, hrν2µµ i) plane obtained from the analysis of the
COHERENT CsI and Ar data (magenta), and from the combined analysis of the COHERENT data and Dresden-II
data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef (blue) or YBe (green) quenching, in
the absence of transition charge radii. The red cross near the origin indicates the Standard Model values in Eqs. (9)
and (10). The orange rectangle enclosing the origin shows the 90% bounds on hrν2ee i and hrν2µµ i obtained, respectively,
in the TEXONO [88] and BNL-E734 [91] experiments.
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FIG. 7. Marginal ∆χ2 ’s for hrν2ee i obtained from the analysis of the COHERENT CsI and Ar data (magenta),
and from the combined analysis of the COHERENT data and Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK
reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef (blue) or YBe (green) quenching, in the absence of transition charge radii. The
short vertical red line near the origin indicates the Standard Model value in Eq. (9). The vertical orange lines show
the lower and upper 90% bounds on hrν2ee i obtained in the TEXONO [88] experiment.
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1σ

hrν2ee i
hrν2µµ i
hrν2ee i
hrν2µµ i
hrν2ee i
hrν2µµ i

90%

2σ
3σ
CsI
(−62.4, −57.2) (−68.1, −49.4) (−70.4, −45.1)
(−76.8, 21.6)
(−2.9, 10.1)
(−8.6, 13.8)
(−12.4, 15.8)
(−57.4, −49.0) (−59.2, −46.9) (−64.0, −41.8)
(−7.0, 0.5)
(−9.7, 2.9)
(−11.2, 4.4)
(−16.0, 8.6)
Ar
(−79.3, −37.7)
(−88.5, 38.0) (−93.4, 43.1) (−109.8, 59.2)
(−12.4, 28.8)
(−59.2, −36.4)
(−64.9, 14.6) (−67.6, 17.3) (−75.1, 24.5)
(−13.9, 8.6)
CsI + Ar
(−65.5, −54.6) (−69.3, −49.2) (−71.3, −45.4)
(−77.0, 22.1)
(−1.7, 10.9)
(−6.9, 14.4)
(−10.6, 16.4)
(−54.7, −51.4) (−57.7, −47.8) (−59.2, −46.3) (−63.1, −41.8)
(−6.4, 0.8)
(−8.8, 3.2)
(−10.3, 4.7)
(−14.8, 8.6)

TABLE VIII. Bounds on the diagonal neutrino charge radii in units of 10−32 cm2 obtained from the analysis of the
COHERENT CsI and Ar data in the absence of transition charge radii.
1σ

hrν2ee i
hrν2ee i
hrν2ee i
hrν2ee i
hrν2ee i
hrν2ee i

90%
2σ
Dresden-II (HMVE-Fef )
(−54.3, −45.0) (−56.7, −40.8) (−58.0, −38.0)
(−7.4, 1.6)
(−11.6, 4.0)
(−14.7, 5.4)
Dresden-II (HMK-Fef )
(−54.3, −45.0) (−56.7, −40.8) (−57.8, −38.0)
(−7.4, 1.6)
(−11.6, 4.0)
(−14.7, 5.4)
Dresden-II (EFK-Fef )
(−54.9, −45.5) (−57.3, −41.3) (−58.7, −38.2)
(−7.2, 2.3)
(−11.4, 4.7)
(−14.4, 6.0)
Dresden-II (HMVE-YBe)
(−61.5, −48.5) (−64.8, −42.4) (−66.4, −37.5)
(−3.9, 8.9)
(−10.3, 12.2) (−15.1, 13.9)
Dresden-II (HMK-YBe)
(−61.5, −48.5) (−64.8, −42.4) (−66.4, −37.5)
(−3.9, 8.9)
(−10.3, 12.2) (−15.1, 13.7)
Dresden-II (EFK-YBe)
(−62.2, −49.0) (−65.5, −42.6) (−67.2, −37.5)
(−3.7, 9.5)
(−10.0, 12.8) (−15.1, 14.6)

3σ
(−61.1, 8.4)

(−61.1, 8.4)

(−62.0, 9.3)

(−70.8, 18.3)

(−70.8, 18.1)

(−71.9, 19.2)

TABLE IX. Bounds on the electron neutrino charge radius hrν2ee i in units of 10−32 cm2 obtained from the analysis
of the Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef or YBe quenching
in the absence of transition charge radii.

pendent of its inclusion.
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hrν2ee i
hrν2µµ i
hrν2ee i
hrν2µµ i
hrν2ee i
hrν2µµ i
hrν2ee i
hrν2µµ i
hrν2ee i
hrν2µµ i
hrν2ee i
hrν2µµ i

1σ
90%
2σ
3σ
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (HMVE-Fef )
(−53.3, −52.1) (−57.0, −47.4) (−58.4, −45.5) (−61.4, −38.6)
(−4.2, 2.9)
(−7.1, 5.0)
(−8.9, 5.9)
(−15.4, 8.7)
(−56.2, −52.9) (−58.9, −50.5) (−60.0, −49.4) (−63.5, −46.3)
(−3.9, 2.3)
(−5.9, 4.3)
(−7.0, 5.4)
(−10.0, 8.9)
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (HMK-Fef )
(−53.3, −52.1) (−57.0, −47.5) (−58.3, −45.3) (−61.4, −38.6)
(−4.2, 2.9)
(−7.1, 5.0)
(−8.9, 5.9)
(−15.4, 8.7)
(−56.2, −52.9) (−58.9, −50.5) (−60.0, −49.4) (−63.5, −46.3)
(−3.9, 2.1)
(−5.9, 4.3)
(−7.0, 5.4)
(−10.0, 8.9)
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (EFK-Fef )
(−54.3, −52.2) (−57.7, −47.8) (−59.0, −45.8) (−62.1, −39.0)
(−3.8, 3.5)
(−6.7, 5.5)
(−8.5, 6.6)
(−15.1, 9.4)
(−56.2, −52.9) (−58.7, −50.3) (−60.0, −49.2) (−63.3, −45.9)
(−4.1, 2.1)
(−6.1, 4.0)
(−7.2, 5.4)
(−10.3, 8.7)
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (HMVE-YBe)
(−61.0, −54.6) (−63.9, −50.6) (−65.3, −48.4) (−69.0, −40.3)
(−0.52, 8.3)
(−4.1, 10.8)
(−6.3, 12.0)
(−14.3, 15.6)
(−54.7, −51.6) (−57.6, −48.8) (−58.9, −47.4) (−62.4, −43.5)
(−5.6, 0.96)
(−7.8, 3.2)
(−9.2, 4.3)
(−12.9, 8.0)
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (HMK-YBe)
(−61.0, −54.6) (−63.9, −50.6) (−65.3, −48.4) (−69.0, −40.3)
(−0.52, 8.3)
(−4.1, 10.6)
(−6.3, 12.0)
(−14.1, 15.6)
(−54.7, −51.6) (−57.6, −48.8) (−58.9, −47.4) (−62.6, −43.5)
(−5.6, 0.96)
(−7.8, 3.2)
(−9.2, 4.3)
(−12.9, 8.0)
CsI + Ar + Dresden-II (EFK-YBe)
(−61.6, −54.8) (−64.5, −50.8) (−65.8, −48.5) (−69.5, −40.3)
(−0.39, 8.6)
(−3.8, 11.2)
(−6.2, 12.4)
(−14.1, 16.1)
(−54.7, −51.6) (−57.6, −48.5) (−58.9, −47.2) (−62.4, −43.3)
(−5.9, 0.74)
(−8.1, 2.9)
(−9.4, 4.3)
(−13.1, 7.8)

TABLE X. Bounds on the diagonal neutrino charge radii in units of 10−32 cm2 obtained from the combined analysis
the COHERENT CsI and Ar data and the Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino
flux and the Fef or YBe quenching in the absence of transition charge radii.

C.

Neutrino electric charge

There are five electric charges that can be determined with the COHERENT CEνNS data: the two
diagonal EC qνee and qνµµ , and the absolute values of the three transition EC qνeµ = qν∗µe , qνeτ , and qνµτ .
Using the Dresden-II data instead, only qνee , |qνeµ |, |qνeτ | can be tested.
In this section, we present the constraints on the neutrino EC. The results of our analyses are shown in
Tab. XI and Tab. XII for the COHERENT CsI and Ar data set and for the Dresden-II data, respectively.
Focusing on the results shown in Tab. XI, differently from the analysis of the neutrino CR, the contribution
of Ar data is dominant in the combined COHERENT analysis of the neutrino electric charges, although
the CsI data set has more statistics. It follows from the enhancement of the neutrino electric charge effect
in CEνNS at low q 2 , because of the denominator in Eq. (18). However, the expected enhancement due to
the different CsI and Ar masses, is mitigated by the different sizes of the energy bins: in the Ar experiment
the first bin includes energies from the threshold, of about 5 keVnr , to about 36 keVnr , whereas the first
CsI energy bin have a much smaller size. Therefore, the enhancement of the EC effect occurs only in the
first energy bin of the Ar experiment. Nevertheless, this enhancement is sufficient to achieve a slightly
better performance of the Ar data in constraining the neutrino EC in spite of the larger uncertainties. In
Tab. XI we also explicitly show the impact of including the ES in the CsI analysis, also when combining
20

1σ

qνee
qνµµ
|qνeµ |
|qνeτ |
|qνµτ |
qνee
qνµµ
|qνeµ |
|qνeτ |
|qνµτ |
qνee
qνµµ
|qνeµ |
|qνeτ |
|qνµτ |
qνee
qνµµ
|qνeµ |
|qνeτ |
|qνµτ |
qνee
qνµµ
|qνeµ |
|qνeτ |
|qνµτ |

90%
2σ
CsI (CEvNS)
(−1.6, 45.2) × 10−8 (−1.6, 5.8) × 10−7 (−1.9, 6.2) × 10−7
(−8.0, 136.0) × 10−9 (−3.2, 25.2) × 10−8 (−4.4, 30.8) × 10−8
< 1.8 × 10−7
< 2.3 × 10−7
< 2.5 × 10−7
−7
−7
(1.5, 4.0) × 10
< 4.3 × 10
< 4.6 × 10−7
−7
−7
< 1.8 × 10
< 2.3 × 10
< 2.5 × 10−7
CsI (CEvNS+ES)
(−3.6, 3.6) × 10−10 (−5.0, 5.0) × 10−10 (−5.6, 5.6) × 10−10
(−1.2, 1.2) × 10−10 (−1.9, 1.9) × 10−10 (−2.2, 2.2) × 10−10
< 1.2 × 10−10
< 1.8 × 10−10
< 2.2 × 10−10
−10
−10
< 3.5 × 10
< 5.0 × 10
< 5.6 × 10−10
−10
−10
< 1.2 × 10
< 1.9 × 10
< 2.2 × 10−10
Ar (CEvNS)
(−1.3, 1.7) × 10−7 (−1.7, 3.2) × 10−7 (−2.0, 3.5) × 10−7
(−4.4, 10.0) × 10−8 (−6.8, 21.6) × 10−8 (−8.0, 24.4) × 10−8
< 1.0 × 10−7
< 1.4 × 10−7
< 1.5 × 10−7
< 2.0 × 10−7
< 2.5 × 10−7
< 2.8 × 10−7
−7
−7
< 1.1 × 10
< 1.5 × 10
< 1.7 × 10−7
CsI (CEvNS) + Ar (CEvNS)
(−12.4, 8.0) × 10−8 (−1.6, 1.7) × 10−7 (−1.7, 2.2) × 10−7
(−1.2, 7.6) × 10−8 (−3.2, 11.2) × 10−8 (−4.0, 12.8) × 10−8
< 1.1 × 10−7
< 1.4 × 10−7
< 1.5 × 10−7
< 2.4 × 10−7
< 2.9 × 10−7
< 3.1 × 10−7
< 1.2 × 10−7
< 1.5 × 10−7
< 1.6 × 10−7
CsI (CEvNS+ES) + Ar (CEvNS)
(−3.5, 3.5) × 10−10 (−5.0, 5.0) × 10−10 (−5.6, 5.6) × 10−10
(−1.2, 1.2) × 10−10 (−1.9, 1.9) × 10−10 (−2.2, 2.2) × 10−10
< 1.2 × 10−10
< 1.8 × 10−10
< 2.2 × 10−10
−10
−10
< 3.6 × 10
< 5.0 × 10
< 5.6 × 10−10
< 1.2 × 10−10
< 1.9 × 10−10
< 2.2 × 10−10

3σ
(−2.6, 7.0) × 10−7
(−8.4, 43.2) × 10−8
< 2.9 × 10−7
< 5.2 × 10−7
< 3.0 × 10−7
(−7.5, 7.5) × 10−10
(−3.2, 3.2) × 10−10
< 3.1 × 10−10
< 7.5 × 10−10
< 3.2 × 10−10
(−2.7, 4.4) × 10−7
(−1.2, 3.0) × 10−7
< 1.8 × 10−7
< 3.6 × 10−7
< 2.1 × 10−7
(−2.2, 3.5) × 10−7
(−6.8, 18.4) × 10−8
< 1.9 × 10−7
< 3.7 × 10−7
< 2.0 × 10−7
(−7.5, 7.5) × 10−10
(−3.2, 3.2) × 10−10
< 3.1 × 10−10
< 7.5 × 10−10
< 3.2 × 10−10

TABLE XI. Bounds on the neutrino electric charges in units of the elementary charge e obtained from the analysis
of the COHERENT CsI and Ar data. We show the results of the analyses of CsI data with CEνNS only interactions
and with CEνNS+ES interactions.

it with Ar. Thanks to the presence of the q 2 term in the denominator of Eq. (18), a large improvement
of more than 2 orders of magnitude with respect to the limits derived ignoring the ES contribution is obtained.
In Tab. XII we show the bounds on the EC found using the Dresden-II data. As for the neutrino CR
limits discussed above, the different flux parameterizations cause only negligible differences in the obtained
bounds. Thus, for the case in which we fit exclusively for the CEνNS contribution, we show only the results
obtained with the HMVE flux, while when we include the ES contribution we show all the three different
parameterizations. As already stated in Sec. II D, the |q 2 | corresponding to ES is much smaller than the
CEνNS |q 2 |, resulting in improved sensitivity when the ES contribution is included with respect to CEνNS
only. Namely, with CEνNS only there is an improvement with respect to COHERENT CEνNS only of
about 2 orders of magnitude, while with CEνNS + ES the improvement is of about 4 orders of magnitude.
In Fig. 8 we show the marginal ∆χ2 ’s for |qνee | obtained from the separate analyses of the COHERENT
Ar and CsI data and their combinations, with CEνNS interactions only and with the ES contribution, as
well as the CEνNS-only analyses of Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE reactor antineutrino flux and the
YBe or Fef QF. Moreover, also the CEνNS + ES analysis of Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or
EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the YBe or Fef QF is drawn. We also show the 90% C.L. upper bounds
on |qνee | obtained, respectively, in Ref. [93] from TEXONO data [94], in Ref. [95] from the GEMMA [96]
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1σ

qνee
|qνeµ |, |qνeτ |
qνee
|qνeµ |, |qνeτ |
qνee
|qνeµ |, |qνeτ |
qνee
|qνeµ |, |qνeτ |
qνee
|qνeµ |, |qνeτ |
qνee
|qνeµ |, |qνeτ |
qνee
|qνeµ |, |qνeτ |
qνee
|qνeµ |, |qνeτ |

90%
2σ
Dresden-II (HMVE-Fef CEvNS)
(−1.5, 10.1) × 10−10 (−3.4, 12.5) × 10−10 (−4.3, 13.6) × 10−10
< 6.0 × 10−10
< 8.2 × 10−10
< 9.1 × 10−10
Dresden-II (HMVE-Fef CEvNS+ES)
(−7.3, 7.6) × 10−12 (−9.3, 9.5) × 10−12 (−1.0, 1.0) × 10−11
< 7.4 × 10−12
< 9.4 × 10−12
< 1.0 × 10−11
Dresden-II (HMK-Fef CEvNS+ES)
(−6.6, 7.0) × 10−12 (−8.6, 8.7) × 10−12 (−9.4, 9.5) × 10−12
< 6.8 × 10−12
< 8.6 × 10−12
< 9.4 × 10−12
Dresden-II (EFK-Fef CEvNS+ES)
(−7.4, 7.7) × 10−12 (−9.2, 9.4) × 10−12 (−1.0, 1.0) × 10−11
< 7.5 × 10−12
< 9.4 × 10−12
< 1.0 × 10−11
Dresden-II (HMVE-YBe CEvNS)
(−4.8, 12.4) × 10−10 (−6.6, 15.2) × 10−10 (−7.5, 16.3) × 10−10
< 8.9 × 10−10
< 1.1 × 10−9
< 1.2 × 10−9
Dresden-II (HMVE-YBe CEvNS+ES)
(−1.1, 1.1) × 10−11 (−1.2, 1.3) × 10−11 (−1.3, 1.3) × 10−11
< 1.1 × 10−11
< 1.2 × 10−11
< 1.3 × 10−11
Dresden-II (HMK-YBe CEvNS+ES)
(−9.9, 10.2) × 10−12 (−1.1, 1.2) × 10−11 (−1.2, 1.2) × 10−11
< 1.0 × 10−11
< 1.1 × 10−11
< 1.2 × 10−11
Dresden-II (EFK-YBe CEvNS+ES)
(−1.0, 1.1) × 10−11 (−1.2, 1.2) × 10−11 (−1.3, 1.3) × 10−11
< 1.1 × 10−11
< 1.2 × 10−11
< 1.3 × 10−11

3σ
(−6.5, 16.0) × 10−10
< 1.1 × 10−9
(−1.2, 1.3) × 10−11
< 1.3 × 10−11
(−1.1, 1.2) × 10−11
< 1.2 × 10−11
(−1.2, 1.2) × 10−11
< 1.2 × 10−11
(−9.8, 18.9) × 10−10
< 1.4 × 10−9
(−1.5, 1.5) × 10−11
< 1.5 × 10−11
(−1.4, 1.4) × 10−11
< 1.4 × 10−11
(−1.4, 1.4) × 10−11
< 1.4 × 10−11

TABLE XII. Bounds on the neutrino electric charges in units of the elementary charge e obtained from the analysis of
the Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef or YBe quenching. For
the HMVE reactor antineutrino flux we show the results obtained with CEνNS only interactions and with CEνNS+ES
interactions.

bound on |µνe |, and in Ref. [97] from TEXONO data [98] and GEMMA data [96]. Intriguingly, the bounds
on |qνee | obtained from the combination of COHERENT with the Dresden-II CEνNS + ES data set are
much more stringent than the COHERENT ones and the CEνNS only fit, namely at 90% C.L. and using
the Fef quenching factor
− 9.3 < qνee < 9.5,

(37)

in units of 10−12 e. This limit is competitive with respect to the other aforementioned bounds, that are
at the level of 10−12 e, the best limit being |qνee | < 1.0 × 10−12 e [97]. However, when comparing these
limits one has to keep in mind that, differently from this work, the limits in Ref. [97] have been derived
using for the neutrino-electron cross section the so-called Multi-Configuration Relativistic Random-Phase
A
Approximation (MCRRPA) theory [99–101]. With respect to the FEA corrected with Zeff
(Te ) as used in
this work, MCRRPA provides an ab-initio approach able to give an improved description of the atomic
many-body effects. This becomes relevant for data from Ge detectors at sub-keV sensitivities and allows
them to achieve more stringent limits with respect to FEA in particular for the neutrino EC. Thus, the
limits obtained in this work can be considered as very conservative and we will investigate the impact of
using a random-phase approximation theory in a future work.
In Fig. 9(a) and (b) we show the marginal ∆χ2 ’s for |qνeµ | and |qνeτ |, respectively, obtained from the
separate analyses of the COHERENT Ar and CsI data with CEνNS interactions and the combined analyses
of the COHERENT Ar and CsI data with CEνNS interactions only and with the ES contribution, as well
as the CEνNS-only analyses of the Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE reactor antineutrino flux and the
two QFs, and the CEνNS + ES analyses of Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor
antineutrino flux and the two QFs. Also in this case it is possible to see that the different fluxes result in
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FIG. 8. Marginal ∆χ2 ’s for |qνee | obtained from: the separate analyses of the COHERENT Ar (magenta) and CsI
(darkviolet) data with CEνNS interactions; the combined analyses of the COHERENT Ar and CsI data with CEνNS
interactions only (dark red) and with CEνNS +ES interactions (red); the CEνNS-only analyses of Dresden-II data
assuming the HMVE reactor antineutrino flux and the YBe (cyan) or Fef (dark cyan) quenching; the CEνNS +ES
analyses of Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the YBe (green) or
Fef (blue) quenching. The vertical dotted, dashed, and solid orange lines show the 90% C.L. upper bounds on |qνee |
obtained, respectively, in Ref. [93] from TEXONO data [94], in Ref. [95] from the GEMMA [96] bound on |µνe |, and
in Ref. [97] from TEXONO data [98] and GEMMA data [96].

negligible differences, while the impact of the QF is visible. Again, the inclusion of the ES contribution
significantly improves the bounds obtained for both Dresden-II and COHERENT.
Finally, in Fig. 10(a) and (b) we show similar marginal ∆χ2 ’s |qνµµ | and |qνµτ |, respectively, using COHERENT data only. Here, together with the various bounds obtained in this work we also show the 90% C.L.
upper bounds on |qνµµ | obtained, respectively, in Ref. [102] from the LSND [90] bound on |µνµ | and in the
XMASS-I experiment [103] from solar neutrino ES.1 Also in this case, the inclusion of the ES contribution
significantly improves the bounds obtained for COHERENT, superseding the existing bounds from LSND
concerning |qνeµ |, while our bounds represent the only existing laboratory bounds for |qνeτ |.

D.

Neutrino magnetic moment

Finally, we study the bounds on the neutrino MM, namely on |µνe | and |µνµ | using the COHERENT data
and |µνe | only using the Dresden-II data. The results of our analysis for the neutrino MM are shown in
Tab. XIII and Tab. XIV for COHERENT CsI and Ar data set and for the Dresden-II data, respectively. In
both cases, we separate the scenarios in which ES is not considered, from those in which the ES contribution
is added in the COHERENT CsI and the Dresden-II data set analyses. In the latter case, the different

1

Also in the case of the XMASS-I limit, that is the most stringent one for |qνµµ |, the electron-neutrino cross section is derived
using an ab-initio multi-configuration relativistic random phase approximation [103] that allows them to set more stringent
limits.
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FIG. 9. Marginal ∆χ2 ’s for |qνeµ | and |qνeτ | obtained from: the separate analyses of the COHERENT Ar (magenta)
and CsI (darkviolet) data with CEνNS interactions; the combined analyses of the COHERENT Ar and CsI data
with CEνNS interactions only (dark red) and with CEνNS + ES interactions (red); the CEνNS-only analyses of
Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE reactor antineutrino flux and the YBe (cyan) or Fef (dark cyan) quenching;
the CEνNS + ES analyses of Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the
YBe (green) or Fef (blue) quenching.
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FIG. 10. Marginal ∆χ2 ’s for |qνµµ | and |qνµτ | obtained from: the separate analyses of the COHERENT Ar (magenta)
and CsI (darkviolet) data with CEνNS interactions; the combined analyses of the COHERENT Ar and CsI data with
CEνNS interactions only (dark red) and with CEνNS+ES interactions (red). The vertical dashed and solid orange
lines show the 90% C.L. upper bounds on |qνµµ | obtained, respectively, in Ref. [102] from the LSND [90] bound on
|µνµ | and in the XMASS-I experiment [103] from solar neutrino ES.

antineutrino fluxes and QFs are also considered.
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1σ

90%
2σ
3σ
CsI (CEvNS)
|µνe |
< 36
< 44
< 49
< 62
< 12
< 18
< 21
< 28
|µνµ |
CsI (CEvNS+ES)
< 32
< 41
< 46
< 58
|µνe |
< 11
< 17
< 19
< 27
|µνµ |
Ar (CEvNS)
< 53
< 65
< 72
< 91
|µνe |
|µνµ |
< 32
< 39
< 43
< 54
CsI (CEvNS) + Ar (CEvNS)
|µνe |
< 37
< 44
< 48
< 59
|µνµ |
< 13
< 19
< 21
< 28
CsI (CEvNS+ES) + Ar (CEvNS)
|µνe |
< 34
< 42
< 46
< 56
< 12
< 18
< 20
< 27
|µνµ |
TABLE XIII. Bounds on the neutrino magnetic moments in units of 10−10 µB obtained from the analysis of the
COHERENT CsI and Ar data. We show the results of the analyses of CsI data with CEνNS only interactions and
with CEνNS+ES interactions.

By comparing Tab. XIII and Tab. XIV, it is clear that the Dresden-II data allow us to significantly reduce
the bound on |µνe | with respect to COHERENT by more than one order of magnitude. Also in this case,
the different antineutrino fluxes result in a negligible difference, while the two QFs produce a much more
noticeable effect, with the Fef QF limits being almost a factor of two more precise. Finally, the inclusion of
ES results in a marginal improvement of the Dresden-II limits of about 10%. At 90% C.L., the bounds on
the neutrino MM obtained in this work are
|µνe | < 2.13 × 10−10 µB Dresden − II (CEνNS + ES),
|µνµ | < 18 × 10−10 µB CsI (CEνNS + ES) + Ar (CEνNS),

(38)
(39)

where for the Dresden-II data the Fef QF has been considered. These limits can be compared with the
bounds obtained in accelerator experiments with νµ − e scattering (see Table IV of Ref. [60]). The most
stringent is the LSND bound |µνµ | < 6.8 × 10−10 µB at 90% CL [90], and that on |µνe | established in reactor
neutrino experiments, namely |µνe | < 2.9 × 10−11 µB [60, 76].
In Fig. 11 we show the marginal ∆χ2 ’s for |µνe | and |µνµ | obtained from the COHERENT Ar and CsI
data as well as their combination with the CEνNS-only analyses of Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE
reactor antineutrino flux and the YBe or Fef QF. We also show the impact of the ES contribution assuming
the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the YBe or Fef QF. For comparison, we also
show the 90% C.L. upper bounds on |µνe | obtained in the MUNU [104], TEXONO [98], and GEMMA [96]
experiments; and |µνµ | obtained in the BNL-E734 [91], LAMPF [89], and LSND [90] experiments.
Before the completion of this work, other analyses also studying the CEνNS impact on the neutrino MM
appeared on the arXiv [53, 105]. Similar bounds to those found in this work for |µνe | have been obtained,
although with some differences among the various data analyses. Namely, in Ref. [105] a bound at 90% C.L.
of |µνe | < 2.7 × 10−10 µB is found when using a modified Lindahrd model for the QF with k = 0.157 and
ignoring the ES contribution. Similarly to Ref. [84] only the CEνNS Dresden-II residuals after the subtraction
of the background are fitted, with no background uncertainty propagated in the analysis. In Ref. [53], a
bound at 90% C.L. of |µνe | < 2.2 × 10−10 µB is found when using the Dresden-II data in combination with
ES as in this work, also using the Fef QF. In this latter case, a very similar treatment of the Dresden-II data
with respect to this work has been followed by the authors, with only minimal differences in the antineutrino
flux treatment and least-squares function definition.
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FIG. 11. Marginal ∆χ2 ’s for (a) |µνe | and (b) |µνµ | obtained from: the separate analyses of the COHERENT Ar
(magenta) and CsI (darkviolet) data with CEνNS interactions; the combined analyses of the COHERENT Ar and
CsI data with CEνNS interactions only (dark red) and with CEνNS+ES interactions (red); the CEνNS-only analyses
of Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE reactor antineutrino flux and the YBe (cyan) or Fef (dark cyan) quenching;
the CEνNS+ES analyses of Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the
YBe (green) or Fef (blue) quenching. The vertical dotted, dashed, and solid orange lines show, respectively, the 90%
C.L. upper bounds on: (a) |µνe | obtained in the MUNU [104], TEXONO [98], and GEMMA [96] experiments; (b)
|µνµ | obtained in the BNL-E734 [91], LAMPF [89], and LSND [90] experiments.
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|µνe |
|µνe |
|µνe |
|µνe |
|µνe |
|µνe |

1σ
90%
2σ
3σ
Interaction
Dresden-II (HMVE-Fef )
< 1.65 < 2.34 < 2.66 < 3.41 CEvNS
< 1.45 < 2.13 < 2.45 < 3.20 CEvNS+ES
Dresden-II (HMK-Fef )
< 1.64 < 2.32 < 2.64 < 3.38 CEvNS
< 1.41 < 2.08 < 2.40 < 3.15 CEvNS+ES
Dresden-II (EFK-Fef )
< 1.79 < 2.49 < 2.81 < 3.57 CEvNS
< 1.54 < 2.23 < 2.56 < 3.32 CEvNS+ES
Dresden-II (HMVE-YBe)
< 3.02 < 3.68 < 4.00 < 4.79 CEvNS
< 2.51 < 3.25 < 3.58 < 4.41 CEvNS+ES
Dresden-II (HMK-YBe)
< 2.98 < 3.64 < 3.96 < 4.75 CEvNS
< 2.39 < 3.14 < 3.49 < 4.30 CEvNS+ES
Dresden-II (EFK-YBe)
< 3.16 < 3.84 < 4.16 < 4.94 CEvNS
< 2.59 < 3.33 < 3.67 < 4.51 CEvNS+ES

TABLE XIV. Bounds on the electron neutrino magnetic moment |µνe | in units of 10−10 µB obtained from the analysis
of the Dresden-II data assuming the HMVE, HMK, or EFK reactor antineutrino flux and the Fef or YBe quenching.
We show the results obtained with CEνNS only interactions and with CEνNS+ES interactions.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we describe the results of a combined analysis of all the CEνNS data set so far available, profiting from the first observation of CEνNS recently obtained with electron antineutrinos from the
Dresden-II reactor site, using the NCC-1701 germanium detector. Thanks to the much lower energy of
reactor antineutrinos and the low energy threshold of semiconductor detectors, these data provide complementary information with respect to CEνNS processes observed with neutrinos produced at spallation
neutron sources, with a negligible dependence on the neutron distribution inside the target nuclei.
Following closely the instructions provided in the various data releases, we analysed the data collected
with the CsI and Ar detectors by the COHERENT Collaboration and the recent data set provided by the
Dresden-II reactor CEνNS measurement. We focused in particular on the constraints on electroweak and
neutrino electromagnetic properties, namely on the determination of the weak mixing angle and the neutrino
magnetic moments, charge radii and millicharges. In the analysis of the Dresden-II reactor data we employ
three different antineutrino fluxes, denoted as HMVE, HMK and EFK. We have also studied the dependence
of the results on the germanium quenching factor by considering two models: one based on the use of
iron-filtered monochromatic neutrons, indicated as Fef, and another one based on photo-neutron source
measurements, indicated as YBe. The impact of the various antineutrino fluxes on the results obtained is
negligible, while the two quenching factors always result in visible differences in the obtained measurements
and limits. This observation clearly underline the necessity of accurate measurements of the germanium
quenching factor at low energies. Related to this, during the completion of this work an interesting study
appeared [106] in which CEνNS processes are searched for by the νGEN Collaboration using antineutrinos
from the Kalinin Nuclear Power Plant and a germanium detector. While no CEνNS excess is observed,
assuming the SM the authors set an upper limit on the quenching parameter k of the standard Lindhard
model to be less than 0.177 at 90% confidence level.
Finally, in the analysis of both COHERENT and Dresden-II data, we evaluate the impact of the inclusion
of the elastic neutrino-electron scattering contribution. Although in the SM this process contributes in a
negligible way to the total event rate at low recoil energies, in certain scenarios beyond the SM the electron
scattering contribution could increase significantly, making it important to consider. In particular, given
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that no electron-recoil discrimination is possible in the CsI and Dresden-II data set, we include the electron
scattering contribution in both of them.
From an analysis of the Dresden-II data set alone, we are able to derive a new measurement of the weak
mixing angle at low energies. The different antineutrino fluxes have a negligible impact, while the Fef and
YBe quenching factors produce different results, namely
+0.11
+0.14
sin2 ϑW (Dresden − II Fef) = 0.219+0.06
−0.05 (1σ),−0.08 (90%),−0.09 (2σ),

+0.16
+0.22
sin2 ϑW (Dresden − II YBe) = 0.286+0.08
−0.07 (1σ),−0.11 (90%),−0.13 (2σ),

focusing thus only on the HMVE flux.
Thanks to a combined Dresden-II and COHERENT analysis, we are able to constrain different neutrino
charge radii, namely hrν2ee i, hrν2µµ i, |hrν2eµ i|, |hrν2eτ i|, and |hrν2µτ i|. Assuming the absence of the transition
charge radii, we obtain a very competitive limit at 90% C.L. with respect to that set by TEXONO when
using the Fef quenching factor, namely
− 7.1 × 10−32 cm2 < hrν2ee i < 5 × 10−32 cm2 .
In particular, we are able to restrict the upper bound limit from 6.6 × 10−32 cm2 to 5 × 10−32 cm2 . No effect
due to the inclusion of the electron scattering contribution is observed when fitting for the neutrino charge
radii.
Furthermore, we set limits on five neutrino electric charges, namely qνee , qνµµ , |qνeµ |, |qνeτ |, and |qνµτ |.
In this case, the inclusion of the neutrino-electron scattering allows us to significantly improve the bounds
obtained with both COHERENT and Dresden-II data. Thanks to the fact that the |q|2 corresponding to
neutrino-electron elastic scattering is much smaller than the CEνNS |q|2 , the inclusion of the ES contribution
allows us to achieve more stringent constraints with respect to CEνNS only. Namely, with CEνNS only there
is an improvement with respect to COHERENT CEνNS only of about 2 orders of magnitude, while with
CEνNS+ES the improvement is of about 4 orders of magnitude. Intriguingly, the bounds on qνee obtained
from the combination of COHERENT with the Dresden-II CEνNS+ES data set are much more stringent
than the COHERENT ones and the CEνNS only fit, namely at 90% C.L. and using the Fef quenching factor
− 9.3 × 10−12 e < qνee < 9.5 × 10−12 e.
This limit is competitive with respect to the other existing bounds, that are also at the level of 10−12 e.
Finally, we presented the bounds on the neutrino magnetic moments, namely on |µνe | and |µνµ | using
the COHERENT data and |µνe | only using the Dresden-II data. At 90% C.L., the bounds on the neutrino
magnetic moments obtained in this work are
|µνe | < 2.13 × 10−10 µB Dresden − II (CEνNS + ES),
|µνµ | < 18 × 10−10 µB CsI (CEνNS + ES) + Ar (CEνNS),
where for the Dresden-II data the Fef QF has been considered. These limits are still less stringent than the
bounds obtained in reactor and accelerator neutrino experiments.
As evident from the results described in this work, the CEνNS process proved to be once again a spectacular
window to test many and diverse sectors, with precision that are competitive to, if not better than, the
existing ones. Thus, we strongly encourage all existing and foreseen experimental efforts in this sector, using
neutrinos and antineutrinos both from spallation neutron sources and reactor sites.
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